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These are generally secondary titles, either lofty 'poetry' or with a message, e.g.: Mani Sultan = Manney
Sultan (meaning the "Pearl of Rulers" or "Honoured Monarch") - a subsidiary title, part of the full style of the
Maharaja of Travancore; Sultan of Sultans - the sultanic equivalent of the style King of Kings; Certain
secondary titles have a devout Islamic connotation; e.g., Sultan ul ...
Sultan - Wikipedia
The Bahmani Sultanate (also called the Bahmanid Empire or Bahmani Kingdom) was a Muslim state of the
Deccan in South India and one of the major medieval Indian kingdoms. Bahmanid Sultanate was the first
independent Muslim kingdom in South India. The Kingdom later split into five offshoots that were collectively
known as the Deccan sultanates.The last remnant of the Bahmani sultanate was ...
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